Almanac 2021 Snapshot

In 2021, the Almanac’s healthcare CPD content and refreshed design contributed to an all-new Alliance member experience. Take a look back at the highlights.

almanac.acehp.org

Most Read Articles

1. What’s Next for the Outcomes Pyramid?
   By Katie Lucero, PhD and Don Moore, PhD

2. Lessons From 9 Months of Virtual Learning – What It Means for Planning Hybrid Continuing Education
   By Tara Curran, MA and Katie Robinson, PhD, CHCP

3. Beyond Engagement: Harnessing Gamification to Achieve More Meaningful Outcomes in Continuing Medical Education
   By Tyler Nelson and Katie Robinson, PhD, CHCP

Editorial Board’s Top 3 Selections

1. Incorporating Skill Development in CME via Corrective Mentoring
   By Douglas Seifert, PhD

2. A New Approach to Leadership Training
   By Lisa F. Cohen, CHCP

3. Alliance Podcast Episode 14: Legends Interview Series: A Conversation With Dr. Carol Havens
   By Brian S. McGowan, PhD, FACEhp, Featuring Dr. Carol Havens

NEW IN 2021: The Almanac, Redesigned
In September 2021, the Alliance launched the brand new, refreshed Almanac content destination, designed with you in mind. The Almanac is now home to new-and-improved features including easy-to-navigate article tags, a podcast player on the homepage footer, and articles presented front and center upon entering the site, which represents the breadth of our content. Explore the updated Almanac at almanac.acehp.org.

GET PUBLISHED ON THE ALMANAC IN 2022!
The Almanac Editorial Board is always looking for the latest thought leadership, ideas and innovations to share with healthcare continuing education professionals. For details on how to submit content, email managing editor Morgan Manghera at mmanghera@acehp.org.

Key Stats
31,057 annual page views
2,922 page views reported in the first two weeks of the revamped Almanac
1,151 all-time listens on episodes of The Alliance Podcast: Continuing Conversations
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